DEFINTION. X is 171-strong if X n WO is ff1 over X (with parameters from X). PROPOSITION 3. Suppose X is fIf-strong. If P is f11 (with parameters from X), then P n X is f11 over X (with parameters).
PROOF. If P is 1]1 (with parameters from X), then P n X is many-one reducible (via a recursive function) to WO n x, so P n X is f11 over X. H Question. If X is 1I1-strong and Q c X is 1l over X, then does Q = P n x where P is Ill (with parameters from X)? DEFINTION. 31-AC is the axiom scheme Vn 3R P(n, R) -* 3S Vn P (n, (S)), P 21 with parameters.
Ext 111-AC implies 27 AC, so by Theorem 2, IL AC is true in every admissible set. This last fact is due to J. Steel [10] . PROPOSITION 
PROOF OF CLAIM. Let P(n, r) be a counterexample to Ext ff'-AC. That is, P(n, R)
is Hf (with parameter from X), Vn 3R E X P(n, R) but -3S E X Vn P (n, (S),).
Let f be a recursive function such that: (1) Vn, P(n, R) iff {If (n)}R is a wellordering. (2) Vn VR {If(n)}R is a linear ordering.
We can assume that X is not closed under hyperjump, so let <L, <L> e X be a linear ordering, WF(L) 0 X. For each n and a e L consider the tree Ta whose nodes are pairs (z, 1) where:
(i) z-is a finite string of O's and I's.
(ii) I is an order-preserving map from the finite linear ordering {f(n)}fh(,) into the < L-predecessors of a.
Then we have: (a) a e L-WF(L) --Vn Ta has a path in X. (b) a e WF(L) -+ 3n Ta has no path in X. (a) holds because Vn 3R e XP(n, R). (b) holds because -3S e XVn P(n, (S)") and 1 -AC. Now by l1-AC, a e WF(L) +-+ VS eX 3n [(S)n is not a path through Tn]
and we are then done by the lemma.
H
In case we only consider models of 17-DC, we can replace "fIl-strong" by the more natural "/-model" in Theorem 5:
DEFINITION. 11-DC is the axiom scheme
VJR 3S P(R, S) -* S Vn P ((S)n, (S)n+l)
P n7 with parameters. where Q is an appropriate arithemtic predicate and "R wellfounded" abbreviates "{(n, m) I <n, m> EJ R} is a wellfounded partial ordering." Finally, transform this into the equivalent:
-BI is the axiom scheme VR[R a wellordering A Vn (P(n)
-
VPR S 3 T[R wellfounded -? (S wellfounded A Vin P(R(n), S(n), T(n)))]
where P is recursive. The conclusion of (*) is now equivalent to: 
